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L

ast year’s Alpha Outlook focused on three important themes for the
coming year: Consolidation, Regulation and Innovation. Doubtless these
were important topics, but few of us could have predicted the COVID-19
pandemic and the major impacts we have felt round the world. Predictions
are always tricky, but this year we are delighted to bring you our 2021 Outlook paper
focused on three key themes that are already making an impact and that we know
will continue to be important in 2021 no matter what else providence throws at us!
Reflecting on the previous year, in which we saw a global pandemic, a polarised
US presidential election, the final Brexit negotiations and major demonstrations
globally against racism it’s natural to be cynical and feel downcast about the state
of the world, but I firmly believe there are reasons to be optimistic. In the last 20
years globalisation has made huge improvements in topics such as global poverty,
childhood mortality, female education and reduction in wars and violence. Global
AUM from the Top 500 Investment Managers has exceeded $100 trillion1 and so
it’s more important than ever that as an industry we are focused on delivering the
best outcomes for our investors and the world at large.

Letter from
our Global CEO,

→

Investments as a force for good in the world:
Environmental, Social & Governance and Responsible Investment will continue
to be a major theme this year. We are very clearly seeing a re-structuring
of whole businesses towards the ESG/RI theme rather than delivery of
specialist products. The link between diversity and inclusion (D&I) and business
sustainability is clear, in this section we will cover why diversity and inclusion
is important for the industry and what Alpha is doing itself to bring about
change. We’ll also look at what firms can do in 2021 to be leaders in ESG & RI as
well as summarising the ever-evolving landscape of standards and regulations

→

Data and the new decision-making landscape:
Data remains a hot topic across all areas of investment management and this
year we’re expecting even more focus from our clients. Almost every topic
we touch upon has a data angle, whether it be data-driven M&A, investment
research innovation or some of the new front to back data models we’re
seeing. The key message is that all decision making should be based on the best
insights that data can deliver

→

COVID-19 and digitisation:
COVID-19 has transformed many of the ways in which we work – fastforwarding the advent of flexible working by a decade or more. It has also
highlighted some of the inefficiencies in our industry – we expect the theme
of digitisation to be further accelerated by on-going remote working and this
section will cover how many of our clients are dealing with the changes

Euan Fraser

Thank you for reading our Outlook 2021 we hope that you enjoy it. As always,
we’re delighted to hear any feedback and we look forward to carrying on the
conversation with you over the next year and beyond.

References
1

https://www.thinkingaheadinstitute.org/en/Library/Public/Research-and-Ideas/2020/10/PI_500_2020

Making the case
for diversity
Divakar Padmanathan

O

ver the past decade, many organisations have made high-profile pledges
to improve levels of diversity. And on the surface, progress seemed to have
been made – protection of D&I characteristics was further embedded in
legislature and HR policies, and overt discrimination has notably declined. However,
recent events in Minneapolis, Louisville and Central Park highlighted the work still
left to do. Despite the corporate commitments to diversity, still today, nearly half of
us in ‘elite’ professions were privately educated1, no industry in the UK pays women
more than men2, and across asset management, just 1% of people are Black.3

The highlighting of these longstanding issues may understandably invoke
despondence. However, there are indicators that the past 12 months may have
contributed to a tipping point. Alongside the public objection to levels of inequality
and institutional discrimination, a large body of research now highlights the
business impact of allowing this to persist unchecked. The correlation between
corporate diversity and both profitability and long-term value creation across
continents and industries is now clear4, with diverse leadership having an outsized
impact5. As a result, the business imperative and public support to redress these
imbalances has never been more closely aligned.

The correlation between
corporate diversity and both
profitability and long-term value
creation is now clear

As prestigious employers of coveted talent, as well as fiduciary investors with
stewardship responsibilities, our industry has an important role to play. Some
of our clients have started this work, broadening their talent pipelines through
apprenticeships and D&I focused internships, expanding entry requirements, and
mandating firm-wide unconscious bias training. In 2021 we expect attention to
increasingly turn towards defining policies, training, and support mechanisms to
meet the needs of this talent, to equalise the rate and levels to which progression
can be achieved. As fiduciary investors, many of our clients have published their
approach to engaging boards on diversity matters. Looking forward to 2021 we
expect firms to go further. Following the leaders, we envisage more managers
publicly advocating for the introduction of consistent and transparent D&I
reporting legislation, and to begin formalising how this data will be incorporated
into investment processes. Furthermore, we anticipate greater clarity from
managers about the diversity criteria that must be met for chairs of boards and
nomination committees seeking re-election to count on their support.
As we enter 2021, our industry has a crucial opportunity to demonstrate the
power it wields as a force for good. In focusing on D&I internally, and pressuring
governments and boards externally, asset management has the ability, and
responsibility, to finally realise meaningful increases in levels of diversity across
industries globally.

References
1	Sutton Trust. (2019). Sutton Trust and Social Mobility Commission.
Available at: https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Elitist-Britain-2019.pdf
2	Wisniewska, A. Ehrenbeg-Shannon, B. and Gordon, S. (2020). ‘Gender pay gap: how women are short-changed in the UK’,
Financial Times. Available at: https://ig.ft.com/gender-pay-gap-UK/
3	Funds Europe. (2020). Governance Report 2020.
Available at https://www.funds-europe.com/category/governance-report-2020
4	McKinsey. (2018). Delivering Through Diversity.
Available at https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business%20Functions/Organization/Our%20Insights/
Delivering%20through%20diversity/Delivering-through-diversity_full-report.pdf?shouldIndex=false
5	Rock, D. Grant, H. (2016). ‘Why Diverse Teams Are Smarter’ (2016), Harvard Business Review.
Available at: https://hbr.org/2016/11/why-diverse-teams-are-smarter
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What will it take to be an
ESG & RI leader in 2021?

Organisations are investing
significant resources to upgrade
their ESG & RI capabilities

Vanessa Bingle & Brian Helmes

What do we expect leaders to do in 2021?

M

any investment organisations are seeking to position themselves as
“market leaders” in ESG & Responsible Investment. With the market
landscape shifting fast, the notion of what it means to be a leader is also
changing. Firms with a long heritage in ESG & RI are being surprised by the pace of
change and need to do a lot of work just to stand still.

→

Be consistent: Interrogate and align behaviour across your corporate
organisation, investment decision framework, and engagement and voting
activity. Report on these outcomes in a thematic way

→

Set targets: Set and publish quantifiable targets, monitor yourself against
them and proactively publish information that enables others to hold you
accountable

→

Follow through: Monitor the effectiveness of engagements and have a
clear plan of action if the engagement is unsuccessful. What’s the point of
engaging if it would never lead you to change your investment decision?

→

Don’t be afraid of exclusions: Many firms worry about alienating certain
client groups even by mentioning exclusions. Thoughtful, targeted exclusions
will be respected by clients – and you can shift the default offering while still
allowing clients more flexibility in segregated mandates. A dynamic element,
for example related to engagement activity, can offer flexibility compared to
fixed exclusions

→

Be the best partner to your clients: Scan the horizon to understand how
incoming regulation and trends are affecting them. Proactively show how
you plan to meet their needs in dynamic and flexible formats. Don’t wait to be
asked

What does it mean to be a leader?
In the “old world” of ESG & RI, being a leader was fairly simple: firms could talk
about ESG being an important input into the investment process and about
engaging to drive change, while making few changes in their investible universe.
These were relatively “comfortable” statements, with organisations able to talk
about ESG & RI without having to meaningfully change their investment processes
or client interactions.
By definition, leading means stepping out in front of the pack. This may be an
uncomfortable position as being a leader means being a first mover, and this may
come with some risk. We see leading organisations embracing this mindset and
shaping how the industry responds. These leaders are re-evaluating their role in
the industry and society - and explicitly positioning themselves to finance a more
sustainable future.
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Finally, it is important to remember that to reach a position of market leadership
will require meaningful work. Many investment organisations are investing
significant resources in transformation programmes to substantially upgrade
their ESG and RI capabilities and messaging. The level of transparency and
accountability required means easy access to the right data in a digestible format,
which may require substantial infrastructure build. Does your strategy and
transformation plan match your stated ambition?

Investment Management as a Force for Good
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ESG in private assets
Mark Thomas

A

s is the case with traditional asset classes, ESG investing has fast become
a de-facto must have within private assets. Simply put, managers that
are not able to offer evidence of ESG investing and reporting to their
investors will struggle to remain relevant.

Drivers for the continued growth of ESG in Private Assets
typically relate to two key areas:

Eventual leaders will be those
able to capture extensive and
specialised data for each
asset class

1.

Continued and growing client expectations and demand

2.

The regulatory agenda

While global client demand has been around for some time and only looks to grow,
2021 will be an interesting year for regulation, particularly in Europe. From March
2021, AIFMs will need to make extensive ESG and sustainability risk disclosures.
With technical standards looking to be released by ESMA as early as Dec 2020,
AIFMs will only have three months to work out how to comply – a challenging
timeframe to interpret requirements and implement change.
With the continued growth in this space, we expect 2021 to be a hotly contested
year for leadership in Private Assets ESG capabilities. With the persistent
challenge relating to the availability of data when compared to public
counterparts, leading managers will be those able to differentiate their products
and funds through the sourcing and provision of high-quality data delivered
in digestible packages to investors. To do so, managers will need to implement
wholesale changes encompassing the entire investment lifecycle with a specific
focus on: Product Launch, Deal Due Diligence, Portfolio Management and Client
Reporting. Managers should look to invest in capabilities across the lifecycle
either internally, externally via innovative third-party propositions and technology
solutions, or look to hybrid solutions.
Eventual leaders will be those able to capture extensive and specialised data for
each asset class, e.g. building efficiency within Real Estate or board composition
within Private Equity portfolio companies, and subsequently tailor reporting to
investors as required, e.g. to recognised frameworks such as the UN Sustainable
Development Goals or blended across assets classes in a consistent manner.

6
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Asset owners as
stewards of capital

Asset owners must engage
their beneficiary base on ESG
considerations to understand their
responsible investment expectations

Katie Simm

What does it mean to be a good steward?
→

Know your beneficiaries: supporting beneficiary requirements starts with
knowing what they want. Asset owners must engage their beneficiary
base on ESG considerations to understand their responsible investment
expectations

→

ith upcoming ESG regulatory challenges starting to directly impact asset
owners and numbers of asset owner voluntary code signatories continuing
to rise, the focus on providing good stewardship is increasingly under the
spotlight. Asset owner demand is driving the wave of ESG transformation in the
wider industry, and with it the need for clarity and accountability between key links
in the investment chain.

Have a clear strategy & set your boundaries: many asset owners now
have documentation outlining their ESG policy, but translating this into
operational processes must go further. Embedding principles in key
procedures such as manager selection, gap analysis between owner and
manager policies and on-going monitoring are crucial to support responsible
investment progress and accountability

→

Proactive stewardship: it is no longer enough to review ESG application on
appointment of a manager and trust that their policies and processes will
do the rest. Proactive oversight, clear engagement with asset managers and
holding them to account is becoming a beneficiary expectation

Asset owners & asset managers: a chain reaction

→

Beneficiary engagement: keeping beneficiaries informed is key; campaigns
such as Make My Money Matter have increased the mainstream awareness of
knowing where underlying funds are going, and the new wave of customer is
aware of the considerable pressure they can apply

→

Plan for the long term: non-financial risks are material to your beneficiaries
over the lifetime of their investments, e.g. climate transition risk, and you
need to ensure this is embedded in your process

W

Following the mainstream rise of ESG & RI, asset owners are making strides to
ensure that responsible investment principles are a key consideration in their
strategies on behalf of beneficiaries. While ESG policies are now a common feature
within the asset owner playbook, acting on the principles set out in these policies
and holding managers to account is becoming increasingly important.

To enable the level of stewardship customers are increasingly expecting to
receive, the call to action for asset owners is clear; it’s on you to understand your
responsible investment profile to meet the expectations of your beneficiaries.
With significant work required to support this, how are you going to set clear
expectations for your managers whilst holding yourselves and your managers
accountable?

8
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ESG global standards:
the “Snowball” effect
Anna Skylakaki &
Thomas Schär

2020

has seen public awareness of Environmental, Social &
Governance (ESG) issues soaring and regulators, policy
makers and industry bodies raising the minimum standard for
compliance. With Europe at the helm, in 2021 we expect the winds of regulatory
change to carry across the globe, with increasing alignment across jurisdictions,
and investment managers trying to keep up to avoid loss of client revenue, and
reputational impacts of non-compliance.
There are consistent themes across the incoming standards. Climate remains
king as an area of focus, with 230 TCFD signatories globally already reporting on
carbon footprint and climate scenario analysis. Focus is shifting from firm to fund
level, with the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) the most
notable example, compounding the complexity of reporting. Requirements are also
becoming increasingly effective at measuring meaningful impact, encompassing
not just specialist ESG products but entire fund ranges. A consistent framework
across the investment value chain will be key to compliance.

There are consistent themes
across the incoming standards
but ‘Climate’ remains king

The U.S. has remained a regulatory laggard, but even under the Trump
administration the Department of Labour softened its position on the inclusion
of environmental risks following intense industry lobbying. The change in
administration will likely expedite the inevitable. In APAC, Japan’s existing
Stewardship Code clearly mirrors the previous incarnation of the UK code and is
likely to follow suit on later phases.
The advent of the COVID pandemic seems, if anything, to have propelled ESG
considerations higher up the investor agenda and underscored the importance of
operating in a globally consistent approach for investment managers. Companies
who aspire to only meet the minimum applicable standards in each jurisdiction will
face a compliance headache through the proliferation of mandatory and voluntary
ESG requirements.
The pace of change is dizzying. For firms to keep up we firmly believe that
mastering the fundamentals remains crucial. First, understanding and anticipating
what clients and the local regulators demand, today and in the future. Second,
defining a clear vision and strategy for areas of leadership versus compliance.
Lastly, creating a clear and coordinated plan across the organization to execute
that does not underestimate the cultural and operational impact across the value
chain, including a robust data strategy. Those who do not build strong foundations
in the ESG space now risk being swept aside.
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Why is Enterprise CBOR data messy?

Enterprise Client
Book of Record (CBOR):
powering the data-driven
managers of the future
Greg Glass

→

Enterprise Client Master2 & Product Master data - the framework for
establishing CBOR – is of low quality

→

Platforms & distributors have fragmented the distribution chain - adding
cost and complexity

→

Increased data volumes - c. 120+ diverse, volatile sources to be quality
checked, matched and patched every month

→

High OpEx of USD1-3 Million p.a. constrains further investment

→

Aging in-house CBOR solutions were not designed to meet today’s
requirements of high data volumes and frequent releases. The cost to build
modern proprietary solutions with in-house teams start at USD3 Million and
are complex and risky to deliver

What are industry leaders doing?
→

Enforce a strategic CBOR solution - creating enterprise-quality, "client
shaped" data set in one strategic location

→

Outsource production of Enterprise CBOR data - to vendors that provide
a ‘Data as a Service’ capability with robust operating model, DevOps, data
stewardship and a product road-map that insulates Managers from ongoing
investment demands

→

A flexible & extensible data model - simultaneously supporting local
views of client AUM but rolling up to: ‘How much business do I have with
UBS globally?’ Flexibility to model ‘role on account & agreement’ and the
capability to match to multiple entities (e.g. agreement, organisation,
contact, sales team) without double counts enables a richer view of
‘influence over assets’

→

In summary, there has been a recent and pronounced shift in ambition of
industry leaders on this topic. Despite a challenging budget environment,
investment to modernise the end to end CBOR capability is being prioritised
– often in conjunction with an overhaul of Client Master capabilities. The
prize is not just a significant reduction in avoidable waste and OpEx costs
but achieving a strategic view of client that will power data-driven Asset
Managers of the future

Managers’ ‘messy’ data habit

E

nterprise CBOR 1 is one of the 12 ‘messy’ data domains that cost investment
managers USD1 Billion p.a.. Establishing CBOR accounts for USD200 Million
of this cost, and some managers incur up to USD1 Million p.a. of avoidable
cost producing CBOR data. However, the true cost is the missed opportunity to
create a lower cost, data-driven business that provides a differentiated client
experience including intelligent engagement via digital channels.
Every month a typical global manager wrangles 120+ data sources of variable
quality to establish a view of economic data about clients. Under-resourced
teams race the clock to gather AUM, flow, and revenue information for critical
business reporting. Additional use cases including sales performance and investor
concentration risk add to the stress.
For most managers, the quality of data gathered in this way is underwhelming;
CBOR data is often inaccurate and frequently split across tactical data stores
built to support single use cases. It’s expensive, complex and morale-sapping to
reconcile across these data silos. Consequently, business leaders are forced to fall
back on a combination of intuition, guess work and patchy data to make important
decisions.

12

Data & The New Decision Making Landscape

The prize is not just a significant
reduction in avoidable waste and
OpEx costs but achieving a strategic
view of client that will power datadriven Asset Managers of the future.
References
1	
Enterprise Client Book of Record (CBOR): Accurate, timely economic data (e.g. Holdings, Flows and Revenue) matched to the
firms Enterprise Client, Agreement & Product masters at the most granular level to support use cases across global operations and
functions.
2	
Enterprise Client Master: Data describing a Manager’s clients; their relationships to the Manager and to each other. Specifically,
the enterprise golden source of mastered records describing Clients, Prospects, Influencers and Third Parties comprising the
Investment eco-system. Extending to Legal Entities and Agreements as well as the role of various business parties (e.g. beneficial
owner, consultant, custodian, etc.) on agreements
Data & The New Decision Making Landscape
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Broken compasses:
most balanced scorecards
aren't fit for purpose
Richard Lavelle & Jon Reed

W

hen effective, Board level balanced scorecards (BSC) are the perfect
executive tool; ensuring a balance of focus across Client, Profitability,
Control and Growth and aligning the business around a common strategy
with measurable KPIs.

Alpha is now seeing the leading managers refuse to compromise on the metrics
they use to measure success. As managers realise data driven decision making is
vital, settling for the best worst metric available is rapidly becoming a behaviour of
the past.

However, candid conversations with managers about their Board level balanced
scorecards normally reveal two fundamental flaws.

In terms of measuring only the BAU, industry wide under-investment over several
years in flexible and scalable operating models, has left managers with scorecards
flashing red across multiple metrics at once. Managers have been left not knowing
where to start, with departmental areas solving their own problems tactically to
meet targets, when a more holistic approach is needed.

→

Scorecards capture the operational data that is available rather than the
data that is vital

→

By focusing on traditional BAU measures while the industry is facing acute
market pressures and rapid structural changes, managers’ BSCs often
become only a way to track their decline, rather than drive action

On the first point, in previous years Alpha witnessed clients define measures such
as ‘Reduce the marginal cost of growth year on year’, only to relent and change the
measure because they could not calculate unit cost or did not know what drove
cost growth.

14

As managers realise that data
driven decision making is vital,
settling for the best worst metric
available is rapidly becoming a
behaviour of the past

Data & The New Decision Making Landscape

Leading managers are now pivoting their BSCs to what their strategic future
models will look like and then aggressively and regularly measuring themselves
against these metrics; rather than setting strategic vision statements, but then
reverting to measuring how quickly their old business models are eroding.
Rooted firmly in their strategy, managers who use BSCs well, consider their
metrics strategically and ensure their targets translate into activity. Outside the
boardroom, the capital allocation decision is then made considering the underlying
operational challenges in meeting metrics, and investment is made once, to
address any common foundational challenges

Data & The New Decision Making Landscape
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operations functions, putting collaboration at the core of the relationship in a way
not often seen today.

Modernising the
investments toolset
Zenabu Labri & David Hamill

I

nvestment teams are reaching the limit of what their legacy toolsets can
achieve, as they broaden their horizons in search of alpha. Side of desk
solutions have offered quick fixes, but at the expense of scalability and
connectivity while the proliferation of on-desk developed tools creates a support
and maintenance headache. There is appetite to provide Investment teams with
the tools they need, but in an increasingly cost conscious environment, technology
spend must be targeted towards areas that are differentiators in alpha generation
for the asset manager. In many cases this has created an uncomfortable tension
between supporting innovation and reducing operational risk.
Last year we saw an emerging focus within investment teams on sharpening
their operating models to improve their ability to collaborate, often in remote
working settings. This will continue, and we expect to see a greater prevalence
of knowledge management tools designed specifically for the front office which
will help automate and forge new and stronger links between discreet investment
teams and their connections across the broader investment business.

As the cost model for investment research shifted following MiFID II, we saw
asset managers place a much greater focus on being able to attribute investment
research in the alpha generation process, and we expect asset managers to
continue to focus on making their research process a key differentiator. At an
enterprise level, firms are striving to break down the information silos between
teams, and adopt emerging technologies (data science, machine learning etc) to
connect disparate pieces of research and organisational knowledge – both tacit
and explicit. This will facilitate a more connected, searchable environment, and
ensure that the intellectual capital generated within research teams is made
available to the whole organisation.
The move to cloud brings new opportunities for Performance functions to change
their service model, making use of multi-tenanted software which allows different
teams (Portfolio Management, Middle Office, external parties ) to work on the
same data sets. We see a real push to tell a more transparent story around how
managers achieve returns, partially driven by clients’ regulatory, sustainability
and social concerns. The ability to deliver performance data within a single digital
platform to product, investments and client services teams, with differentiated
ways of decomposing factors for clients will become a standard service offering.
This will require firms to make use of interconnected digital tools to incorporate
their clients’ models and assumptions into sales discussions as a key
requirement in 2021.

The ability to deliver performance data
within a single Digital Platform to Product,
Investments and Client Services teams, with
differentiated ways of decomposing factors for
clients will become a standard service offering

Low Code and No Code take-up is growing within the Front Office, and we
anticipate this will continue as the need to build new tools quickly within an
open and well supported platform persists. This trend will bring the opportunity
to renew and transform the relationship between investment teams and IT /

16
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M&A activity:

keep an eye on product profitability
Will Sammons & Sarah Simmonds

W

e anticipate there will be an increasing amount of focus on product
profitability during the due diligence phase in 2021. Many of the firms
entering deal processes have made previous acquisitions and are
becoming increasingly experienced - bringing lessons learned from previous
integrations to the due diligence phase and knowing where best to focus their
due diligence efforts.
Most of this new focus will be placed on establishing the underlying value
of products and creating a high-level hypothesis of a merged product set
during the due diligence phase. Previously this work was completed postdeal which frequently led to buyers finding out a proportion of the acquired
AUM was either within unprofitable products, or that the effort to build some
of the more complex products on the buyer’s systems made the integration
financially unviable.

As a result, buyers will enter a transaction process with an expectation that
sellers are able to access and manipulate data to support their analysis. Sellers
who are unable to do this will raise unwanted questions about the overall
operational capability of the organisation, as well as uncertainty around their data
management processes and IT systems.
Sellers should consider whether they could quickly respond to a bidder’s request
for financial data. If not, what changes would be needed to systems or data
to allow this? Prospective sellers must prepare to seize the opportunity and
demonstrate their data proficiency throughout the deal process. Failure to reply to
bidders’ requests quickly, or to provide an organised and consistent response, will
reflect badly on the firm and may impact the valuation.
To avoid being caught out by the product profitability trap, those who succeed in
M&A in 2021 and beyond will need to have the capability to quickly source, organise,
manage, and visualise data, whilst translating insights into simple messages which
inform a targeted growth strategy and deal rationale.
Those who succeed will be adept at working with data to present a compelling
case on product profitability, translate this into an accurate valuation, and make
informed decisions on where to focus investment post-closing.

Prospective sellers must prepare
to seize the opportunity and
demonstrate their data proficiency
throughout the deal process.
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Data as a Service (DaaS):

Outsourced data solutions (such as DaaS)
can provide the answer managers are
looking for, but adoption remains low, as
the “how” is still an enigma.

a tipping point
Alejandra Bacon, Pierre-François Hue
& Ammar Ali

O

ur industry has traditionally run on a highly complex, and often fragmented
operating environment across multiple systems & outsourced providers.
Aggregating, cleansing and storing disparate and fragmented data, from
multiple sources, and provisioning to appropriate applications (collectively “Data
Management”) is a challenging undertaking, and 2021 stands to represent a tipping
point for the industry.
While high-quality data across the value chain remains critical, the need for
operational efficiency and increasing demands from clients, regulators and
risk management are set to take Data Management from being an operational
necessity to a strategic asset.
Enhancing data management capabilities is not an easy task and our research has
shown an increasing desire across Asset Managers for an outsourced data solution
that can effectively support tackling data complexity, allowing them to realize
business efficiency without long, complex and expensive implementation projects.
Although outsourced data solutions (such as DaaS) can provide the answer
managers are looking for, adoption remains low, as the “how” is still an enigma.

We believe that two factors will reverberate in 2021:
1.

20

Asset Managers will outgrow their current data management environment
Data management teams are experiencing the limitations in developing a
new data management ecosystem and infrastructure to scale with increased
growth. Managers have taken a bite sized approach, centralizing data based
on use cases. Although this delivers “quick wins” in a single domain, the bigger
picture around aggregating cross functional data is a challenge.

Data & The New Decision Making Landscape

2.

DaaS providers will look to Asset Managers to form partnerships to
help mature their solutions
The maturity of DaaS is gradually increasing, but not yet mainstream. The
proposition of outsourced data will transform into a proven solution over
the coming years, but providers will need to rely on support from early
adopters. We expect providers to add value in different ways, depending
on the size and needs of the manager, including (but not limited to): a
centralised data model, automated data quality controls, connectivity
to multiple sources and advanced analytics for actionable insights.

We see 2021 as the prime opportunity for Asset Managers to assess potential
benefits of outsourcing Data Management against continued investment in
legacy infrastructure. Each manager is unique in how they think about their
proprietary data. Taking a phased, partnership approach with a trusted thirdparty provider will offer the potential for greater scalability, increased cost
efficiency, and enhanced insights. This model will move providers away from a
product centric approach to refocus on clients, enabling a better understanding of
their needs while creating trust through reliable data operations, flexible change
management, and seamless integration.
Adopting such a solution now may also offer significant “first mover” advantages
to managers where, as DaaS propositions mature, Asset Managers in 2021 should
look toward the future where they can focus on their clients and investment
process, leaving the tasks of Data Management to others.

Data & The New Decision Making Landscape
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T

he decision to outsource remains one of the most complex and important
decisions that a business can make. Happily though, there is now a wealth of
data that can help you make the right decision powered by the best insight.

Getting the price right

Outsourcing decisions:
making the data work
Vandy Isaranucheep & Bo Lantorp

One of the key criteria for any outsourcing decision is ‘are we getting the right
price?’. Comparing your tariff to other live agreements in the market is an
invaluable resource for assessing the competitiveness of the commercial offer. It’s
of vital importance that these comparison points are viewed in the right context –
after all there are important nuances of region, scale and service-level which may
impact the price. Secondly it’s important to spot price trends, there have been
material movements in the rates for a number of services in recent years. It is also
important to consider the full range of services – many deals have imbalances in
competitiveness between individual functions which in the end cancel each other
out. Make sure you’re choosing the right benchmark when you assess whether you
pay the right price.

But don’t just focus on price
When considering your outsourced commercials – don’t target ‘bargain basement
fees’. An outsourcing relationship is a partnership and if an Asset Servicer cannot
make a profit your service will suffer. It may start out fine, but eventually you’ll
start to feel the pain in terms of responsiveness to business change or growth.
We have seen many examples of relationships that has failed because the manager
pushed too hard in the initial commercial negotiations and the Service Provider
was never able to make it profitable.

Look at Your Service
The volume of data on service level and KPIs has grown significantly in recent
years and we’ve seen much greater standardisation across key services. We always
advise that managers should adopt their Asset Servicer’s standard model and now
we can give much greater degree of analysis at to where their service is versus the
market as a whole.
Inevitably there will be some things that you need to make bespoke, but each of
these topics should be fully analysed with a cost/benefit approach.

Get the Volumetrics Right

The better the volumetrics
you can provide the better
the projection of cost

The better the volumetrics you provide the better the projection of cost.
Sometimes managers can be reluctant to spend the time to analyse historic
volumes and commit to future ones and this can seriously impact the business
case.

Don’t exaggerate savings
We often see people making incorrect assumptions about their oversight model or
what their retained operations will look like. Using good benchmarks to ensure that
you don’t over-exaggerate this will protect you from doubling up on costs that you
didn’t expect.

Don’t forget the surprises
There are some key topics that often surprise managers down the line and can
erode the business case for outsourcing: Termination fees misunderstood, growth
predictions incorrect, service credits poorly designed and TUPE/redundancy
costs underestimated. It is particularly important to consider data costs, in
particular if the manager uses non-standard data sources. Make sure these
are factored in early.
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Typical solutions

Operational Alpha:

a new name for an old topic
Anthony Boakye-Mensah
& Ilya Prokashev

The use of enterprise technology has helped to address some of the challenges
around data provision and operational resilience, but there is still much to be
gained by targeted investment in automation & efficiency. We have seen the
greatest success when automation and cost optimisation efforts are coordinated
around a specific theme such as ‘Improving the Client Experience (CX)’.
Operational Alpha shouldn’t mean lowering standards, but rather how to optimise
spending for the best outcomes.
Our experience indicates that the following tools are the most useful in delivering
results:
→

Low-code & no code to expedite the build of applications to support business
processes

→

eSignature & documents digitalisation to enhance CX and limit face-to-face
meetings.

→

Dashboards (Client / Regulatory Reporting) to manage operational activity
and risks

→

Workflow to structure task management and capture detailed MI on
processing

→

Targeted use of Fintechs for specific automation cases.

The case to increase ‘Operational Alpha’ has never been clearer and we expect
investment to continue through 2021. We also expect Asset and Wealth Manager to
accelerate their digital transformation programs and prioritize areas where COVID
had the highest impact. These areas include but are not limited to implementing
eSignatures and Client & User portals to facilitate remote client interaction as well
as to enhance in-house activities as board meetings.

T

he case for optimisation and automation within Operations will be stronger than
ever before in 2021. The industry was already facing major margin pressure,
meaning that there was a much greater focus on the marginal cost of growth.
Then along came COVID, which was the final nail in the coffin of manual, nonstandardised, and paper-based processes as well as extensive face-to-face interaction
with the clients. We see the term ‘Operational Alpha’ being increasingly referenced as
an umbrella term for efficiency, automation, and cost optimisation.

Typical problems we see
Investment Operations teams continue to grapple with meeting the ever-growing
needs of front office teams. This stems from a number of issues such as legacy
systems that are not integrated, data sitting in siloes, time, and effort spent
performing manual tasks/reconciliations, or chasing multiple service providers
for information. In addition to this, the increased investment in ‘Alternatives’ has
presented new challenges in meeting operational needs which lack the technological
solutions that traditional asset-classes have and are therefore heavily reliant on
PDFs, emails & Excel.

Clear analysis and prioritization of areas for ‘Operational Alpha’ improvement
will help market players to understand what tactical changes have to be done
immediately and what opportunities can be postponed and gain competitive edge
in operations efficiency, reduce costs, and assure mitigation of damage done by
the pandemic.

The greatest success comes when
automation and cost optimisation
efforts are coordinated around a
specific theme such as ‘Improving
the Client Experience’

Client Operations teams face similar pressures with Client Reporting and Client
Onboarding were particularly highlighted by managers as areas of inefficiency
and risk.
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Enterprise investment
systems & the final mile

(best of breed 2.0)
Greg Faragher-Thomas & Zoe Sheehan

U

ndeniably, the past year has been unique for its remote working challenges
and associated operational risks, but for many firms the ‘new normal’ has
presented new challenges – firms have had to adapt to collaborate within
a different operating model overnight. Covid has exacerbated the need for Asset
Owners to align teams and functional areas on the same data whilst accessing a
consistent toolset globally. Leveraging enterprise technologies no longer means
sacrificing IP or under-appreciating the specificities and nuances of diversified
teams. The significant progression in the last five years of enterprise Solutions
means they are now truly multi-asset platforms, with rapid development into lessliquid asset classes, a trend we see accelerating in the short-term.
Firms have changed the nature of the conversation, and made it more solutionand business case-orientated. Technology is now, more than ever, an enabler for
the Front Office. Whilst previously having been viewed as a pure operating cost,
the potential upside of rationalising data and the backbone of the investment chain
is in enabling firms to focus on their core value add service. This drives innovation
in the core areas which differentiate you as an organisation.
The days of building internally and adopting ‘best-of-breed’ fragmented
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Enterprise technologies and sectorspecific vendors alike, are coming
together to craft tailored solutions
with their customers at the centre;
delivering a ‘Best of Breed 2.0’

landscapes are behind the industry, with the exception of very niche asset owners.
However, the majority of Asset owners partner with the service providers. This
dependency on such platforms and partnerships is pushing solution providers
to enhance and invest at never-before-seen rates and ensure they provide
coverage across all domains and assets. Service providers are looking for new
and innovative ways to support their clients - for example via Big Data solutions,
enhanced client reporting and improved service levels. These new technologies
have the potential to revolutionise how assets are processed; putting at risk the
traditional custody, clearing and settlement model. This is evident in the recent
surge in partnerships between Asset Servicers and traditional Investment
Platform providers. The rate of adoption of such fully integrated ecosystems has
been accelerated by the adoption of key enablement technologies such as APIbased infrastructures and cloud based multi-tenant software.
Alpha foresees a continuation of the platform consolidation especially in light
of the current environment. The M&A and strategic partnerships we have seen
in 2020, will certainly persist into 2021 and 2020. Enterprise technologies and
sector-specific vendors alike, are coming together to craft tailored solutions
with their customers at the centre; delivering a ‘Best of Breed 2.0’ underpinned
by technology infrastructure and data. On peripheral and satellite functionalities
such as research, Alpha is increasingly seeing newer entrants and specialist
providers offering a more seamless experience and compelling user experience to
high-value front office professionals.
Whilst no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution currently exists, in 2021 we expect the growth
of low-code and no-code to address the ‘last mile’, plugging seamlessly into
clients’ cloud architectures and ensuring a standard and consistent approach to
in-house build without the traditional key person risks.
To define an operating model that presents the greatest opportunities, Asset
Managers should seek to collaboratively partner with their providers to deliver
creative and tailored models that meet more than just the ‘80 percent’. With the
surge of no- and low-code FinTech’s racing to tackle the remaining 20, we expect
2021 to bring greater client-vendor collaboration, and exciting opportunities for
our clients to solve for the final mile.
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Wealth Management
& the Covid-19 pandemic
Jamie Forrester

Service and trust, dependent
on a strong and cyber-secure
digital capability, are the new
battleground

Service and trust, dependent on a strong and cyber-secure digital capability, are
the new battleground – bringing a heightened focus on price.
This pressure is already felt in other parts of the value chain: consolidations /
exits are increasing among Family Offices (cost pressure of delivering a rich
service) and among Managed Funds (Value Assessments and fee pressures). There
will still be a place for active discretionary management, but propositions will
need reinvigoration – ESG, Private Assets, Private Equity, etc. – and improved
investment capabilities required.

We therefore expect the following trends in 2021

L

ooking ahead to 2021 we consider how the COVID-19 pandemic has
influenced the long-standing Wealth Management paradigm of investment
performance, service and trust.

Prior to the pandemic Wealth Management (WM) was still clinging to its
established paradigm; create a very uncertain outlook for traditional active Wealth
Management and related ad valorem revenue. But the clamour for digitisation was
stronger than ever; clients are increasingly looking to engage with their savings
and investments quickly and on the move.

→

Continued rapid investment in “digital basics” (e-signatures, workflow tools,
etc.)

→

On-going growth and profitability pressure driving consolidation, especially
impacting Family Offices

→

Fewer teams moving teams between WMs, as the value of the personal
franchise is watered down and bespoke solutions become unsupportable
except for the wealthiest clients

→

Fragmentation of the Wealth Management proposition, with:
	Risk-takers shifting to investment propositions for
professionals
On-going establishment of “WM supermarkets”, who offer
more vanilla investment propositions with XO, MPS, DFM etc.
under one roof
On-going integration of financial planning and investment
management, and automation of financial planning
First moves to deploy advanced digital capabilities, such as AI, through
successful Proofs of Concepts or acquisition by the larger players of niche
propositions players

The onset of the pandemic and the transfer to remote working has
brought to light three home truths:
→

WMs realised they can work in a more remote environment, and are
successfully fighting off cyber threats. Perhaps it was fear rather than
capability preventing digital revolution?

→

→

WMs started to admit their digital capabilities are falling far short. 77% of
firms admitted they were not meeting client expectations, despite 70% again
saying Digital is a top priority1

→

The damage to the global economy added to the pressure on active
management

Overall, the WM market remains attractive, with structural factors holding up
new business, existing clients remaining sticky (albeit many in decumulation) and
pockets of new client potential. But there is no question that existing business
models are under threat and that Covid has hastened the need for change. We
expect to see an acceleration of change through 2021.

These home-truths will have a lasting impact. Traditional WM is under threat.
References
1
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Digital advancements &
risk management
Kevin O’Shaughnessy &
Claire Wallace

Never before has the phrase
“necessity is the mother of
invention” been more apt

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has had a wide-ranging effect on the world around us
and the way firms interact with their clients and operate. The Asset & Wealth
Management industry has not been immune to this. Firms have adapted to the
“new normal” and have managed the most immediate issues of staying in business
and working from home. This has given an initial “shot in the arm” to introduce new
approaches (i.e. eSignatures) which have often lacked compelling business cases.

Firms are gearing up for the next stage
As firms move to the next stage over the next 12-18 months, we expect to see the
following developments.
→

A&WM’s will make progress to genuinely transforming the way they operate, so
that they can be successful in a remote world.

→

Firms will re-evaluate the overall client experience. The Digital Client
Experience will become a significant part of what firms deliver

→

The rapid rise in ESG & SI, will focus firms on and how they can demonstrate
their responsible investing approaches and how this plays out in the way they
use digital techniques to interact with clients

→

Firms will invest heavily in digitisation covering all aspects of the value chain
from investment solutions to operational activity

→

Firms will permanently embrace remote working and move from traditional
command and control structures to agile ways of working. They will look to
give more autonomy and responsibility to teams & individuals.

→

Firms will rely on technology to help this shift in ways of working. They will
invest more on collaboration tooling, workflow, automation and data to
measure the health and effectiveness of the business and its employees

→

Firms will re-think business resilience and business continuity and speed up
the move to Cloud. This will cover the firm and their third-party providers

How does this change the approach to Risk Management?
These changes will put increased demands on the Risk & Compliance professionals.
Expectations of regulators will also increase, and these will be modified as lessons
are learned about remote working.
Risk frameworks and controls, will need to adapt to ensure that new working
practices are reflected and understood. In particular this will tie in with the
increased use of technology and building new tests and controls to monitor this.
The Regulators will put continued focus on resilience and the nature of risk that
A&WMs carry and will look to firms to provide evidence of this. It will also mean
that the skill set, and knowledge of Regulatory and Risk professionals will also
change, to be able to pre epmt some of the issues which will arise.
If there are to be positives out of the COVID crisis, it could its role as a trigger for
firms to re assess how they operate and bring value to their clients, colleagues and
shareholders. Never before has the phrase “necessity is the mother of invention”
been more apt, and this is something we will see play out over the next 12 -18
months.
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Canada in focus:

a time for reflection, a time for change
Mike Thomson

to navigate a fragile economic recovery. Firms that can offer a full suite of
investment solutions to clients, including cost-effective alternative and socially
responsible investments, while enabling Investment and Trading decision-makers
with time-sensitive market, portfolio, and trading analytics will be best positioned
to outperform for end clients whether they are institutional, pensions, or retail
investors.
For Canadian asset managers, 2021 will likely see a continuation of pre-pandemic
downward fee pressure and heightened regulatory scrutiny, putting pressure on
firms to generate additional scale and efficiency. Firms will look to isolate legacy
and custom technology in favor of modular, cloud-based applications that reduce
customization and result in lower total cost of ownership. Alpha expects the use
of low/no-code automation tools to increase straight-through processing and
minimize manual intervention throughout the investment lifecycle. In addition,
regulators will push forward with client focused reforms1 requiring firms deploy
additional changes to their technology and operations platforms to comply, in
many cases exploring regtech solutions where internal builds are challenged.
For asset owners in Canada, 2021 will be a year of increased scrutiny on the
viability of their current investment strategies in the wake of significant market
disruption. Unprecedented market swings in early 2020 put several volatility
strategies and the pension plans that manage them squarely in the public eye. As a
result, firms are reviewing their overall investment strategies and their supporting
data and technology platforms to ensure they are well-placed to deliver long-term
stakeholder value.

C

anadian asset and wealth management firms are dealing with unprecedented
uncertainty in the face of continued pre-pandemic challenges, compounded
by the impact of COVID-19 on the Canadian economy and individual
livelihoods. Combined with a pervasive set of regulatory reforms, this will
necessitate firms re-evaluate their end-to-end operating models with a focus on
delivering enhanced digital and front-office capabilities while eliminating redundant
and manual operational, technology, and data management processes.
Canadian money managers can expect the trend of alpha-beta separation to
continue in both the retail and institutional space. While passive naysayers
have been surprised by the resiliency of these strategies in 2020, the buoying
effect of generous capital injections and loose monetary policy can’t be ignored.
Differing national responses to the pandemic will create divergent impacts across
locations and industries creating the need for further investment diversification

Canadian retail / wealth managers are experiencing accelerating client demand
for digital platforms that seamlessly span omni-channel distribution ecosystems
akin to what tech giants do so well already. Firms that can deliver an integrated
platform across all their clients' financial products - not only investment accounts
but also insurance, credit cards, and consumer banking products - will gain
significant market share in the face of intergenerational wealth transfer and
advisor exits.
To position for success, 2021 will demand asset and wealth managers design their
businesses to ensure flexibility, agility and speed to adapt as conditions continue
to evolve. Key to this will be acquiring and partnering to launch new capabilities
quickly, requiring firms to get comfortable opening to APIs while ensuring client
data security is at the forefront. Shared industry utilities to tackle common issues
such as clearing/settlement and third-party risk management will also be explored
as a cost-effective way for firms to reduce individual burdens associated with noncore activities and functions.
Against this backdrop, 2021 will need to be a year of foundational building for
Canadian asset and wealth management players. Those that can cut through
internal complexity and re-invent their go-to-market proposition and supporting
operations in the coming 3-5 years stand to win, while those that cannot risk losing
ground on their peers and face a steeper hill to climb in the future.

References
1	The Ontario Securities Commission. (2019). Reforms to Enhance the Client-Registrant Relationship
(Client Focused Reforms). [online] [Accessed 19 Nov. 2020].
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UK investment platforms:
round up
Jenny Thorpe

I
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We expect continued FCA interest
in how firms have grasped the
‘orphan client’ issue

n 2020 we saw a number of investment platform acquisitions take place, with
new owners such as Anacap and M&G entering the market. We have also seen
consolidation activity, including Fidelity’s acquisition of Cavendish Online.
Despite challenges in the UK economy, we expect further corporate actions
to be announced, due to the chase for scale and continuing case for market
consolidation.

As predicted, several providers launched or enhanced their direct to consumer (D2C)
services in difficult economic circumstances. It is currently hard to predict whether
these propositions will be able to compete with the current market leaders. This
included the first dedicated ESG focused platform launch by The Big Exchange. We
envisage that ESG focused offerings (advised and D2C) will start to emerge on more
established platforms.

2020 also saw an acceleration in the pace of consolidation by technology
providers, with Bravura purchasing FinoComp and Delta as well as FNZ’s
acquisition of GBST (subsequently blocked by the Competition & Markets
Authority). Pending any potential appeal by FNZ, this will of course necessitate the
sale of GBST to a new owner in 2021.

Existing large-scale platform providers will need to focus on simplification and cost
optimisation initiatives, largely driven by continued margin pressure, which may
become more acute in the context of the pandemic. In 2021, there will be implications
for platforms/platform technology providers in the outsourcing and third-party risk
management regulatory framework update. We also expect continued FCA interest
in how firms have grasped the ‘orphan client’ issue, as well as further focus on
improving customer outcomes.
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